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ABSTRACT

A prominent characteristic of auxiliary-heated tokaniak discharges which exhibit
improved ("H-mode type") confinement properties is that their density profiles
tend to be much flatter over most of the plasma radius. Despite this favorable
trend, it is emphasized here that, even in the limit of zero density gradient, lowfrequency microinstabilities Cin persist due to the nonzero temperature gradient.

ttSTmilWll DF THIS MSUIMNT IS URUEiTED

I". INTRODUCTION
Experimental results from a number of tokamak d e v i c e s

1-3

have indicated that the

so-called "H-mode" beam-heated discharges (which exhibit significantly improved energy
confinement properties compared to the more common "'L-mode" cases) are character
ized by relatively flat density profiles over a large portion of the plasma r a d k r .

The

present work deals with the question of what types of kinetic instabilities are expected
to persist under these conditions. This is an important issue because low-frequency drifttype microinstabilities, which are fundamentally dependent on the strength of the density
gradients, have often been proposed as a major contributing cause of the universally ob
4

5

served anon-'uJous electron thermal transport in tokamaks. ' It should also be kept in mind
that, although it is reduced, the observed thermal transport in the H-mode cases remains
strongly anomalous.

Since the total pressure gradient is the basic free energy source driving drift-type
modes, it is not surprising that instabilities can persist even in the absence of density
6

gradients. In particular, the collisionless trapped-particle mode, the trapped-electron
7

8

"ubiquitous" mode, and the residual trapped-ion mode, are all examples of pressuregradient-driven low-frequency microinstabilities in the presence of unfavorable magnetic
curvature. In addition to these trapped-particle modes, the well-known ion-temperature9

gradient (VT;-driven) instabilities can also be readily excited in a zero-density-gradient
region of the plasma. The purpose of this paper is to determine the primary features
of the dominant electrostatic instabilities under weak density gradient (and hence large
r)j = din Tj/d In no) conditions. In Sec. II analytic results are obtained from simplified

model equations in the Vno = 0 limit to help clarify (i) the relative roles of the interchange
and Vr,-type destabilizing mechanisms and (ii) the relationship of such instabilities to the
conventional trapped-electron drift modes. In Sec. Ill detailed numerical results from a
comprehensive toroidal microinstability code

10

in the electrostatic limit are presented in-

support of the qualitative trends found in Sec. II, Quasilinear estimates for the anoma
lous thermal and particle transport diffusivities are also computed here. Finally, possible
implications of these results for confinement scaling trends are discussed in Sec. IV.

II. ANALYTIC RESULTS
In order to determine the qualitative (rather than detailed quantitative) properties
of the relevant instabilities, a simple local model, which contains the essential physics, is
first considered. Following standard procedures,

11

the perturbed density responses in the

electrostatic limit for the ions and electrons can be approximated by
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where ui,j is the dip-magnetic drift frequency, u>* j = u>«j (1 + »jj), ui&j — u> jL /R
p

magnetic drift frequency, L„ = — (d\nno/dr)~
1
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k\p*J2, p = e,/fij, c, = {2%/m.i) ^ ,
s

r

n

=

is the density gradient scale length, 6, =

Vti is the ion gyrofrequency, and 6 is the dissipative

contribution from the nonadiabatic electrons. The usual drift wave ordering is assumed
here;i.e., u ^ t o j ; < w < a/j, ,td , with a;(,j being the average bounce frequency for trapped
e

£e

particles and u>tj being the average transit frequency for circulating particles for each
3

2

species. Also. b,. aty/u>, and fc;?cj/2w are all taken to be small. In the familiar collisiondominated trapped-electron regime, 6 can be approximated by

6

S/2^»Jk

,3,

Ss=£

with « s r/R and v

being the electron-jon Coulomb collision frequency. In addition,

fi

the integra] equation nature of the trapped-particle orbit-averaged potential is ignored
here:i.e.. o — 6. With these simplifying assumptions, the local dispersion relation is easily
obtained from the quasineutrality condition and has the form:

_tf_^ ^+!^£ (ft,_^(l_!^i) 0.
+

+

=

(4)

In the conventional limit where U>.J/UIJJ !3> 1 and ij = 0(1), the usual result for the
e

6

dissipative trapped-electron mode is recovered from Eq.(4);i.e.,

3

a

u,~u,. +« / ^.

(5)

r

However, in the flat density gradient limit, w.j vanishes, and Eq.(4) reduces to:

i+

1
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^ i - ( ^ § j-?-*
)-=»•

with wjj = w.iT}i. The appropriate ordering in this case is w/uij"; = O(e) and, as before, S,
2

u>ij/ui, b„ and k?,c%/2uj are all of order e with « being a smallness parameter. This cubic
equation yields unstable modes with the second term and the last term being, respectively,
the interchange and VT; destabilizing contributions. Taking fc|| ~ 1/qR, and denning
Ln = — (dhiTi/dr)
1

for (Ljj/ft) '

as the ion temperature gradient scale length, it is easy to see that
2

9

3

> q b , the familiar ^-instability is recovered;i.e., u> ~ — A:jj<:*u^/2. For
3

2

the opposite limit. Ln <£. <? bj. Eq.(6) yields an electrostatic interchange-type mode with
2

u.- ^ —^ujjiTe/Tt.

Note that for both of these cases, inclusion of the small electron

dissipative term, i, leads to no appreciable modification of the growth rate. This indicates
that, in contrast to the usual limit, [Eq.(5)j, the influence of collisions on the V n = 0
0

modes is quite weak. Summarily, by examining the simplest local dispersion relation, rt
is found that, as the density gradient is flattened (and r?, is increased), the dominant
electrostatic instability evolves from the conventional dissipative trapped-electron mode to
a fluid-like ion mode driven by the interchange and VJj-destabilizing mechanisms. These
estimates also indicate that the primary driving process for the flat-gradient modes is VT,
at longer wavelengths and interchange (combination of VT; with bad curvature) at shorter
wavelengths.
For tokamak systems it is well known that the strongest microinstabilities exhibit a lo
11

calized or "ballooning" type mode structure along the magnetic field lines. In particular,
the amplitudes of the relevant eigenfunctions are largest around the magnetic field minimum where the curvature is unfavorable and the bulk of the trapped-particle population
is localized. As noted in earlier studies,

12

the ballooning mode formalism

13

developed to

analyze high-mode-number MHD perturbations can be very effectively applied to toroidal
microinstability calculations. Using the ballooning representation, the eigenmode equation
corresponding to Eq.(6) has the form
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with the perturbed potential, 4>{Q), being a nonperiodic function in the domain —oo < 6 <
5

oc. The usual analytic model equilibrium

13

is employed here with i = rq'/q being the

maenetic shear parameter. In addition, it is assumed that the nonlocal dependence of ^jj,
2

can be approximated by .*><£, 1 -r (s — 1/2) 8 \ for strongly ballooning eigenfunctions.
Equation (7) is just the familiar Weber equation yielding the eigenvalue condition
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H = -w/u, ^, and r = T /T . The eigenfunction solution is the Hermite
e

t

function
l 2

2

i(8) oc H (c ' 8)

exp \-<r<? /2} ,

n

with IT = iiibjiqfl/eT.-

(9)

For growing modes [i.e., Im(u;) > 0], nondivergent solutions require

the choice of the lower sign in Eq.(8). Also, recall that in arriving at Eq.(l). the ion
2

2

2

2

2

sound expansion requires (&j|c?/2w | < 1 c i | ( e r / ? ^ ) ( l / * ) (d ldd )4>\

<§; 1. This

constraint is best satisfied by considering only the lowest eigenstate, n = 0, in Eq.(8).
2

Provided that \s - 1/2| < \b,fli /e \,
T

Eq.(8) yields the eigenvalue

Note that for }s/q\ <£ 1, this reduces to the interchange-dominant result,

1

2

n-^) '' ,

(in

and for \s/q\ » 1, the toroidal ^ - m o d e is recovered, i.e.,

n =s f —

I

exp(*3»r/4).

6

(42)

III. NUMERICAL RESULTS
In the preceding section, simplified model equations (tractable to analytic solutions)
were used to establish the main qualitative features of the instabilities of interest. However,
i.he reliability of such results rests on the degree to which the approximations in the analysis
can be justified. To this end, relevant numerical solutions to the actual toroidal integral
eigenmode equation have been obtained.
As shown in detail in Ref. 10, general forms of the perturbed distribution function for
ions and electrons can be derived from the linearized gyrokinetic equation. These are used
in the quasineutrality condition to generate the integral equation governing ballooningtype electrostatic eigenmodes in toroidal systems. Complete trapped-particle dynamics
are included in this equation, which is valid for arbitrary mode frequency compared to
the particle bounce or transit frequency, and also for arbitrary perpendicular wavelength
compared to the particle gyroradius or banana width. Hence, all forms of collisionless
dissipation in the form of bounce, transit, and magnetic drift frequency resonances are
taken into account here without approximations. With regard to collisional dissipation,
an energy and pitch-angle dependent Krook operator which conserves particle number
14

exactly is employed. When applied to the banana regime, this model collision operator
can reproduce the results of a Lorentz operator in the limits (tj| <C Uei/t and \u>\ 5>

15

v^lt.

A detailed description of the non-Hermitian integral equation and the numerical procedure
used to solve it is given in Ref. 10 and will not be repeated here. The final eigemnode
equation in the electrostatic limit can be written in the form

^ Z j ^ M j i ^ O ,

(13)

where j labels the particle species and the single-particle charge is ej s Zj\e\.

Here.

^ \ Zj.Mf,, is the M}i\ in Eqs. (44) and (45) of Ref. 10 evaluated using the model MHD
equilibrium with circular, concentric magnetic surfaces specified by Eq. (41.) of Ref. 10.
The 4>i are the coefficients of the basis functions for the perturbed electrostatic potential
eigenfunction, as in Eq. (43) of Ref. 10.

Representative eigenvalues have been numerically computed using input parameters
typical of PDX H-mode discharges. Specifically, at a chot?n magnetic surface {rja = 0.66)
these are: « = 0.15, T

e

k pi
e

= 0.30, L ,/r
T

= 0.78 keV, T, = 1.05 keV, q = 1.27, (r/q)(dq/dr)

- 0.572, L /r
n

= 0.71.

= 0.572 x t) , rji = 1.11 x r? , and j3 = 0. Results
T

e

for normal (TJ,, = 1) and flat (77, — 3.3 and rf — 100) density gradient cases are plotted
e

as a function of the collisionality parameter, j / ' = v i/iu>ht, in Fig.
t

1. For t} = 1,
e

the growth-rate curve exhibits the familiar inverse dependence on collisionality reflected
by the estimate given in Eq. (5). However, for the fi&tter density gradient cases (with
corresponding large values of rn), the instabilities are dominated by fluidlike ion effects,
rather than by the electron dissipation. As shown in Fig. 1, the numerical results indeed
exhibit the insensitivity to collisions! effects predicted by the analytic estimates given in
Sec. II [e.g., Eq. (10)]. Comparison of the results for TJ,, = 3.3 and JJ„ = 100 also supports
the fact that once 77, exceeds a critical value (e.g., TJ; £ 2), the resultant instabilities are
quite insensitive to variations in this parameter. The basic trends displayed are found to
persist over a wide range of wave numbers, i.e., over a wide range of k$pi.

In addition to computing the linear properties of the electrostatic instabilities, the cor
responding particle and thermal transport has also been estimated. To do this, standard
8

11

i|itftMliiLear procedures ' for calculating the relevant fluxes are employed, involving an esti
mate for the saturated amplitude of the mode, such as that from the familiar ambient gra
dient or mixing-length approximation, \e<p /T l c= l/\kgLp \,
0

e

with L

e

pe

= (£"' -r/.jj)

;

note that this amplitude is finite even when V n = 0. We will leave \eci)o/T \ unspecified
0

e

in the results presented here. In particular, the particle and thermal fluxes are obtained
in the form:
r

/ cT

t

2

\

/ too \ Im El-., *;. Mtui<

and

where .V,'), is the same as Mjn except for an extra factor of E/T

}

(cf.

Ref.

in the energy integrations

10). The corresponding transport coefficients are Dj = —Tjf (dnj/dr)

Kj = —Qj/ [n.j (dTj/dr)].

and

Note that the particle fluxes given by Eq. (14) are automatically

ambipolar since V^ e Tj oc V . Zj V , Af/,,0i = 0, from Eq. (13).
;

Results displaying the transport coefficients corresponding to the eigenvalues of Fig.
1 are shown in Figs. 2, 3, and 4. In Fig. 2, the usual i} = 1 case, where trapped-electron
e

modes are dominant, is illustrated. Here, it is seen that K, is uniformly larger than K,
and that both exhibit the familiar inverse dependence on collisionality for v* > 0.2. In
contrast, Fig. 3 shows that, for the flatter density gradient case with 17,. = 3.3, ths ion
thermal transport tends to be dominant and exhibits very little sensitivity to collisional
effects. The numerical results from Fig. 3 are replotted in Fig. 4 with, an enlcrged vertical
scale. The purpose here is to illustrate that, for sufficiently large values of u^, rt; remains
insensitive to collisionality, but that K , while subdominant, exhibits the expected inverse
e

9

cullisionality dependence.

IV. CONCLUSIONS
Analytic trends deduced from model equations and s-nported by detailed numerical
results from a comprehensive toroidal microinstability code indicate that as the density
gradient is flattened (and r/ is increased), the dominant electrostatic instability evolves
;

from the familiar trapped-electron mode to the ion-temperature-gradient (r^-type) mode.
Specifically, for sufficiently large values of IJ, (e.g., r,; ^ 2). *he principal microinstability
in toroidal systems is an ion mode driven by the interchange and VT,-destabilizing mecha
nisms. Unlike the electron drift modes, which are driven by dissipative electron dynamics,
these fluidlike instabilities are insensitive to collisions.
The possible implications of the presence of the relevant micrcinstabilities for energy
confinement have been addressed here by estimating the associated thermal diffusivity
using the approximations described in Sec, III. As suggested by the results displayed in
Figs. 2 to 4, the energy confinement would tend to exhibit a favorable scaling with increas
ing density for the normal density profile cases where the electron modes are dominant.
However, for the flatter gradient cases dominated by toroidal Tft-modes, the sensitivity to
collisions (and thus to changes in density) becomes rather weak.
With regard to the specific subject of H-mode confinement, it v.as confirmed in earlier
5

numerical studies that the weaker pressure gradients in the interior region of t h i plasma
indeed led to correspondingly weaker instabilities. Hoewever, the actual empirical con
+

finement scaling rends of such discharges with parameters such as density have yet to be
clearly established. A more striking issue is the question of the Liture of the transport
10

properties in the very steep gradient region at the edge of these plasmas. In order to be
consistent with the thermal fluxes computed for the flatter gradient interior zones, the local
transport here must be greatly reduced. One possible explanation for such behavior is that
finite-/? effects associated with the sharp pressure gradient could favorably influence the
particle magnetic drifts and thereby reduce the strength of the local mode. .A systematic
kinetic analysis of such effects for H-mode plasmas is currently in progress.
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FIGURE CAPTIONS
FIG. 1. Typical eigenvalues for drift instabilities dominated by trapped-eiectron effects (r) — \
r

curves) and by ion temperature gradient effects (rj — 3.3 and 17,. = 100 curves) plotted
e

as a function of the coliisionality parameter, v' = i/ Jeu>i, . A complete electrostatic
c

t

e

kinetic analysis has been applied here to representative PDX H-mode parameters.
FIG. 2- Transport coefficients corresponding to the r; = 1 case plotted against v\. The rightt
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hand scale for the transport coefficients is 10 (eookgL /T )"
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FIG. 3. Transport coefficients corresponding to the 77^ = 3.3 case plotted against v\.
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FIG. 4. Transport coefficients corresponding to the 77,. = 3.3 case plotted against v" with
t

an enlarged vertical scale to.demonstrate that, for sufficiently large vnJues of 1/^, rc

e

remains sensitive to cotlisionality while «,- is insensitive. The right-hand scale for the
j
transport coefficients is 10 {e<j)QkffL ./T ) c m s e c .
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